
Wells Fargo Vendor Financial Services, LLC 83 Wooster Heights Road, Danbury, CT 06810 USA

Bobcat Equipment Lease Return
To be completed by representative of dealership upon drop-off

Lessee Address:

Lessee Name: Account/Schedule #:

Attachment(s)HoursModelMakeSerial

Is this equipment currently in working and operable condition?

YES NO

Is there any damage to lights, are all lights intact?

Is there any damage to the body or decals over $250 (this includes impact damage and scrapes + rust/corrosion)?

50% + on Tires or Tracks/Undercarriage (no cuts, gouges or nicks)?

If applicable, Heat/AC Works?

Is there any damage to the cab and seat?

Is there any debris in cab or on the exterior of the machine (foundry dust, manure, dirt etc.)?

Are there any hydraulic leaks / issues with hydraulic system?

If unit has new parts (tires, door, bucket etc.), are they attached to the unit?

Are there any oil leaks present?

If repairs are needed, will dealer be repairing? Time required for repairs?   

For further guidance on return conditions, please see www.bobcatequipmentleasing.com 

****This form is not an official inspection****

Please return completed form to WFEFBobcatLease@wellsfargo.com
*Please note that we will bill the customer directly for any return damages that are assessed during the inspection.

Dealership Name:

Contact Name: Phone Number:

Equipment Storage Address:

Date Equipment was Received:

Dealer Signature: Date:

http://www.bobcatequipmentleasing.com
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